MOTHERLOAD
THE ADOBE MUSE

All of our templates, widgets and design kit one simple download.

WIDGET CATALOG

In this document, you will find a short description and promo image
of each item available in this amazing download.
Videos for many of the items in the packages are available on our
YouTube Channel including tutorials - https://goo.gl/y2APuK
Use these items on unlimited projects.

001

Google Maps 3.0
This widget replaces the built in Google Maps in Muse. The widget is very flexible allowing you to use custom styles, icons and multiple locations.

This amazing widget pack includes 10x widgets to allow you to access every

002

Facebook Kit
Facebook tool availably for embedding on websites. Video Player, Facebook
Installer, Facebook Page, Facebook Post, Facebook Comments, Facebook Embedded Comments, Facebook Like Button, Facebook Share Button, Facebook
Save Button and Facebook Pixel Installer.

Video Kit is the ultimate pack of video playback widgets all widgets are

003

Video Kit 1.0
responsive and includes YouTube Player, Vimeo Player, Self-Hosted Video
Player, Lightbox Video Player, Mobile Friendly Background Video, YouTube
Gallery Player.

Buttons are an essential part of everyday web design projects. This pack of

004

Ultimate Button Pack
130+ drag-n-drop buttons has been created purely in Muse for use in your
Adobe Muse websites.

Fyuse app lets you create amazing 3D images that you can install on your
Adobe Muse website in seconds. Once you start using this app (and sharing
to your Muse site) you’ll be hooked!

005

Fyuse

Gumroad is a 3rd party service that provides flexible and inexpensive eCom-

006

Gumroad
merce capabilities for Adobe Muse. Whether you want to sell physical goods,
digital products or subscriptions/memberships, Gumroad can do it all!

Code Injector allows you to add code snippets to the &lt;head&gt;,

007

Code Injector
&lt;body&gt; or &lt;/body&gt; sections of your Adobe Muse web page. This is
great for adding 3rd party code snippets to your pages, without having to be a
programmer!

Adobe Spark Page allows you to create compelling content stories with their

008

Spark Page
web-based, drag-n-drop builder. Now, you can bring those amazing stories
into your Adobe Muse website!

Ever wish you could add sticky notes to your design canvas in Muse? Now you

009

Muse Notes
can, with our Muse Notes Widget, add notes that are only saved inside the
Muse file.

Easily track donation/campaign progress, ticket sales or project status, this
widget can do it all. It’s fully responsive and ready to go for your next Adobe
Muse project.

0010

Progress Tracker

Always keep the copyright date current on the footer of your Adobe Muse

0011

Smart Copyright
website. You can even set a year range! All with full design flexibility.

Quickly &amp; easily add the latest weather to your Adobe Muse project. It’s

0012

Simple Weather
a great solution for resorts, clubs, teams and any other site that needs the
latest weather report!

Add playback controlled animated GIF’s to your Adobe Muse projects.

Add a single product or an entire ecomerce store to Muse in seconds.

This widget creates clickable, animated buttons with pop-up tooltips supplying
relevant information.

0015

POI (Points of interest) Buttons

0014

Selz Ecommerce Pack

0013

GIF Player

Embed just about any RSS feed in your Muse site in seconds. Fully responsive.

Use Google Photos or Flickr to manage huge image galleries for your Adobe

0017

Instant Massive Gallery

0016

Easy RSS 2.4

Muse website.

A new take on hero sliders with for both desktop and mobile Muse sites.

If you use JotForm you need this widget.

The missing Muse page options in one handy tool. Analytics, Icons and Data.

0020

Page Assistant

0019

Instant JotForm

0018

Vier Slider

Have you ever wanted to embed a blog, e-commerce store or other cross

0021

Fullscreen iFrame
origin URL into your Muse pages? Well now you can with this very simple little
widget.

Add a customizable, responsive audio player for your self hosted audio tracks.

Add impressive hover activated effects to any standard Muse gallery.

Show-off before and after images with this cool, popular Muse widget.

Fully customisable animated panel/cards fx for for Muse content.

0025

Panel FX Bundle

0024

Image Swipe

0023

Magic Gallery

0022

Custom Audio Player 2.0

Add some pazazz and wow to your site with our easy to use Parallax Hero.

Add fun, effective and useful hover effects to your built-in Muse menus.

Add new scroll activated animations to Muse with this very useful widget.

hotjar is a new and easy way to truly understand your web and mobile site
visitors. Find your hottest opportunities for growth today.

This simple widget makes adding your Sketch Fab content quick and straightforward. The widget is fully responsive and works perfectly with our cover
scroll widget for full height and width design.

0030

Instant Sketchfab

0029

hotjar

0028

Scroll FX

0027

Menu FX

0026

Parallax Hero

The classic menu burger icon is a mainstay of every web designers toolbox.

0031

Burger Icon
Our animated menu burger widget is easy to style and connect to your site
pop-out menu. Updated for the the newest version of Adobe Muse.

Add Ken Burns styled panels to your pages to make them stand out.

Using the Calendly widget you can easily add a full scheduling system to your
website.

Makes adding European Law cookie control a cinch.

Quickly add social media sharing to your webpage with this great widget.

0035

Slick Share

0034

Cookie Consent Widget

0033

Calendly Widget

0032

Scroll Zoom

Colorful animated splash loading screen for desktop and mobile sites.

Make a full-size hero image scale to the browser and allow scrolling.

An animated SVG, re-scalable, animated scroll indication widget for Muse.

Add a professional page pre-loader to your projects.

Got an App, add the app download banner to your site with this simple
widget.

0040

App Promo Banner

0039

Easy Page Loader

0038

Scroll Hint

0037

Cover Scroll

0036

Splash Loader

Add a slick animated count-up display to your projects with this widget.

A small but incredibly useful pinning tool for menus and content.

Add a configurable countdown timer to your Muse pages with ease.

A complete mobile routing app with GPS location support in a widget.

Need live chat on a Muse site? Use this amazing service and widget.

0045

Tawk.to

0044

Route Maker

0043

Event Countdown

0042

Pinit

0041

Animated Count Up

This widget makes advanced scroll activated animations in Muse super easy.

Make all your page images instantly Pinnable with one simple widget.

Add a splash screen to any webpage wiith the Cover Splash widget.

Add a simple to setup screen orientation alert to mobile your sites.

Easily add Ecwid ecommerce functionality to your Adobe Muse website. Simply drag-n-drop the widget into your web layout. It’s that simple.

0050

Ecwid eCommerce

0049

Screen Rotate Alert

0048

Cover Splash

0047

Pinterest

0046

SVG Animator

Easily add sellfy.com ecommerce to your Adobe Muse website. Simply drag-n-

0051

Sellfy eCommerce
drop our widget onto your canvas and you’ll be selling in no time. Requires a
sellfy.com account to work.

Easily add Disqus comments to your Adobe Muse website. If you want to add
an engaging commenting platform to your Muse website, this is the widget for

0052

Disqus

you. Turn comments into an engaging community with our Disqus widget.

Easily add SnapEngage Live Chat to your Adobe Muse website. Take advantage of all of Snap Engage‚Äôs Live Chat functionality. Snap Engage is a

0053

SnapEngage Live Chat

platform with intelligent integration and also comes with a bunch of customization options.

Easily add Zopim Live Chat to your Adobe Muse website. Connect with customers, increase sales, and provide personalized service.

Easily add Olark Live Chat to your Adobe Muse website. Whether it is boosting
sales, helping solve issues, or learning and understanding more about your
customers, this widget is super simple to setup.

0055

Olark Live Chat

0054

Zopim Live Chat

This is a composition design widget designed to be used as a large image slider. It is extremely easy to set up, use and maintain. This product also includes

0056

FitNext Image Slider

a .PSD file so you can customize design assets to your liking. If you are looking
to setup a larg

A simple slider for displaying adverts.

The flickr widget pack comes with a flickr badge with multiple options and a
flickr slideshow. The widgets are easy to use. You will need a user id which

0058

Flickr Widgets

0057

Infomercial Slider

you can get with our included helper tool.

A cool image display unit that replicates the look of a stack of Polaroid images.

A slick slider that animates the items into place.

0060

Animated Image Slider

0059

Polaroid Scrambled Photo Gallery

Tube Player is a video playlist widget. Its easy to put the video content you

0061

Tube Player Pack
want to showcase on your site. Includes a compact mini player too.

Add a neat page pre-loader to any Adobe Muse webpage. Control all aspects
of its look ad feel to create the perfect matching look to your site.

The Stealth Menu is an great addition to your Muse library allowing you to
add a clean hidden menu surface for use as a mega menu or content holder.

0063

Stealth Menu

0062

Page Pre-Loader

Using a slick use of the latest coding techniques to give you a whole new way
to use a built in Muse widget.

iFrame Pro offers all the options you need to use iFrames effectively in your
project. The widget allows you to easily resize your iframes, use multiple

0064

iFrame Pro Pack

iframes on a single page and create 100% width iframes to create psuedo responsive content (see our vacation template for an example of this click here )

Wide sliders use the new image gallery capabilities of Adobe Muse R8 to all for
a full width image slider with a fixed height. Great for the hero image for your
home or inner pages.

0065

Wide Sliders

This widget is based on tooltip widget and is modified to allow for text overlays. Ideal as homepage horizontal slider. Includes mobile optimised version.

Trek Slider works great for a home page promotion area. It supports clean
lines with navigation that lives outside the container.

This widget is based on the slideshow widget and has been modified to show
thumbnail images and custom navigation buttons. Ideal as a project show-

0068

Project Slider

0067

Trek Slider

0066

Promo Content Slider

case.

OpenTable Offers the easiest and most powerful way to add online reservations to your customers. This set off widgets includes a desktop reservations

0069

OpenTable Widget

widget that is easy to configure and a mobile devices reservations button.

Wufoo forms are a great way to add custom forms to your Adobe Muse
website. With these two widgets and a Wufoo account you can add your own
Wufoo content quickly and easily.

0070

Wufoo Forms Widget

A clean dark photoslider looks great on white or black designs. This package

0071

Smoked Glass Photo Gallery
contains three photo sliders one for each device type.

A clean dark slider looks great on white or black designs. This package con-

0072

Smoked Glass Slider
tains three sliders one for each device type. Pack also includes FREE PNG icon
set.

All the twitter widgets in one pack. Add your twitter timeline, follow button or

0073

Twitter Widget Pack
tweet button to your muse site with this useful comprehensive twitter widget
pack. Just drag, drop and use.

This set of tools allows you to add various content to your site and add
scrolling features in two different ways depending on your requirements. The

0074

Content Scrollers

content scroller can turn and text area into a scrollable box or use the simple
text scroller for more visual control of scrolling content.

This set of players allow you to add Soundcloud single track and playlist players to your site. Just drag drop and use.

0075

Soundcloud Widget Pack

This widget makes it easy to add full site search capabilities to your Muse site
using the AddSearch service. The widget gives you the ability to customise the

0076

AddSearch Widget

look of the search box directly in Muse.

This is a great new widget that allows you to easily add a smart circles based

0077

Circles Countdown Timer v2.1
countdown. The widget has many modification options and is simple to scale
to match the size you need.

This set of widgets (Muse 7.0 only) add cool Mega Menus to your projects.
Mega Menus have larger drop down areas to allow for additional content and

0078

Mega Menus One

functionality. The Library comes with three version for desktop, tablet and
mobile. The widgets are snap enabled and work well with snap and standard
templates. Just drag, drop and configure.

This set of widgets allows you to add a vertical panel slider to your projects.
The Library comes with three version for desktop, tablet and mobile. The

0079

Vertical Panel Slider

widgets are snap enabled and work well with snap and standard templates.

This useful collection of add-ons for Adobe Muse lets you easily add auto updating copyright notices, URL QR codes, meta data on the page, HTML entities,
specialist mobile site code, google analytics and iframes. Just drag, drop and
configure.

0080

museGrid Utilities Lite Pack

This is an animated pie chart widget for Adobe Muse. Easy to use and setup.

0081

Smart Charts | Pie
Allows for multiple charts on a page sharing the same style parameters with
different percentages.

This is a great slider widget Muse 7 Library ready comes with Desktop, Tablet
and Mobile versions. Easy to customise and works perfectly with other snap

0082

Square Slider

content.

This is a combination composition widget to allow you to show multiple image
sets in yours or your client image gallery.

This is a new kind of Adobe Muse widget that gives you a quick and easy way
of creating a holding page.

A pack of Muse menus ready to use in your projects.

0085

Menu Pack One

0084

Holding Page One

0083

Massive Photo Gallery

This widget is a simple elegant slider. The content can be changed to your
requirements but looks great on a simple clean design.

The new AlphaStart Slider is a great way to showcase your content with text
and number buttons, easy to edit styles with “Style Magician” and background

0087

AlphaStart Slider

0086

Brilla Slider

fill images. A great widget for your next project.

This widget is based on tooltip widget designed with a craft paper look and
feel it works as an excellent homepage slider or hero unit for any page.

The Smart Slider Two (Dark edtion) is a useful hero image slider that comes
with our handy Style Magician helper tool to assist in creating the perfect look

0089

Smart Slider Two

0088

Paper Slider

for your site.

This widget uses a great new way of combining two widgets to create a cross
sliding action which looks great as a hero slider for any homepage.

0090

Two Way Slider

A clean look slider built on the Muse component.

A pack of Muse menus ready to use in your projects.

The Photoshow One widget is the perfect interactive to show case a clients (or
your) photos, paintings or portfolio items. It is easy to modify and integrate

0093

PhotoShow One

0092

Menu Pack Two

0091

Smart Slider

into your Adobe Muse websites.

This widget is based on tooltip widget and is modified. It works as an excellent
homepage slider or hero unit for any page.

Sticky Feedback comes with four widgets for sticking lead generation forms or
social media buttons to the left or right side of your site.

0095

Sticky Feedback Pack

0094

Blockport Slider

A slider aimed at showing the latest news.

This widget is based on the tooltip widget and has been modified with bar
navigation. Ideal as homepage horizontal slider.

This widget is based on tooltip widget and is modified to allow for text overlays. Ideal as homepage horizontal slider.

These widgets are based on tooltip widgets and are modified to show logos.
Ideal as a “Who we work with” showcase in the footer and sidebar areas.

This widget is based on tooltip widget and is modified with dot navigation.
Ideal as a home page horizontal slider.

00100

Dot Dot Slider

0099

Show Off Logo Slider Pack

0098

Basix Slider

0097

Squared Up Slider

0096

News One Featured News

If you like simple CSS transitions to improve visual aesthetics on call to action
boxes, this is the perfect configurable widget for you. This widget includes

00101

Info Animated Box

three different sizes of boxes that are ready to go. Don’t like the sizes provided, no problem

Avoid duplicate content penalties in your Adobe Muse website. Simply drag-ndrop this widget onto your muse web page.

If your website is used in Europe you may need to add cookie compliance to
your site. This widget makes it super easy just drag drop and use.

Create great looking maps that can be styled to fit your websites design.

Imagine being able to add new hover FX to a Muse Image Gallery? Well now
you can with our new Gallery FX widget. Apply rotation, blur, brightness and
zoom effects in any combination to builtin Muse gallery widgets.

00105

Gallery FX

00104

Flat Map Makers

00103

EU Cookies Widget

00102

Duplicate Content Killer

Create fullscreen responsive video headers backgrounds with smart scaling
and cropping.

Add a completely customizable responsive video player for selfhosted, Vimeo
and Yotube videos.

UPDATED Muse R8 Version. This is a great widget for easily adding full screen
motion backgrounds to you Muse sites. The widget is aimed at desktop ver-

00108

Fullscreen Video Background Widget

00107

Custom Video Player 2.1

00106

Motion Background Player 1.0

sions of the site due to limitations in mobile browsers but adds a new depth
to sites.

This widget is very simple it adds a mouse following snow storm animation to
any web page.

Medium is a great service for clean fresh blogging with little fuss. The focus
of Medium is on the content. Our Medium widget allows you to place a latest
articles widget onto your page with the abilty to open and close the articles
panel. There are many built in modification features.

00110

Medium Widget

00109

Snow Storm

This widget brings a new dimension to your work with CSS transitions. The
Bokeh menu has the ability to add upto six menu items to the navigation

00111

Bokeh Menu

and delivers a high impact visual, text based menu not seen in Adobe Muse
before.

Add Dailymotion videos to your website with the 123Muse Dailymotion player.
Simply drag the widget onto your page enter the video id and set the colors

00112

Dailymotion Player

of the player to match your website. This borderless Dailymotion player looks
great on any site.

If you want to make you static Muse galleries come to life then this is the
widget for you. The Ken Burns Adobe Muse widget from muse grid.com adds

00113

Ken Burns Gallery

motion to any standard Muse Gallery. With many effects options available just
drag, drop and use.

Add Medium publications to Muse.

A simple tool to jump the user to the bottom of the page in Muse.

00115

Page Jump

00114

Medium Latest

Adding a professionally animated responsive slider to your Adobe Muse site
just got a lot easier. The first of our “Pro Unit” widgets, a responsive slider with
cool animated images and text is just a few clicks away.

00116

Pro Unit | Slider One

